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Apparatus for forming an elongated continuous mat of elongated wood flakes mixed with a binder and adapted to be compressed to form a densified composite wood product for continuously depositing wood flakes on that supporting surface and for aligning the elongated wood flakes being deposited in mutually parallel relation and in alignment with the direction of movement of the supporting surface. A hopper for containing wood flakes deposits wood flakes into the upper end of a fan-shaped flake loader comprised of a plurality of channels positioned in side-by-side relation and sloping downwardly from the hopper to a supporting surface. The channels are generally V-shaped in cross-section and converge toward their lower ends such that the wood flakes deposited in the upper ends of the channels become aligned in mutually parallel relation as the flakes slide down the channels and are deposited on the supporting surface.

4 Claims, 4 Drawing Figures
FAN-SHAPED LOADER FOR MAKING A LOOSELY FELTED MAT OF AlIGNED WOOD FLAKES

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The invention relates to compressed wood particle products and more particularly to apparatus for prealigning and transporting randomly oriented wood flakes in a continuous manner in connection with formation of a loosely felted mat of aligned wood flakes, the mat being adapted to be compressed to form a composite wood product.

BACKGROUND PRIOR ART

As set forth in the Lund et al. U.S. Pat. No. 4,241,133, issued Dec. 23, 1980 and assigned to the assignee of the present invention, it has been found to be desirable in the construction of compressed or composite wood particle products to employ wood flakes which are very thin and which have a length at least several times their width and to align the wood flakes in mutually parallel alignment in alignment with the longitudinal axis of the product being produced. This produces a product having substantially improved strength characteristics in the direction of alignment of the wood flakes. The production of such compressed wood products formed from an assembly of wood particles first requires the formation of a loosely felted mat of wood particles. The mat is then compressed to form a densified panel or board. One problem encountered in forming the loosely felted mat is that the alignment or orientation of the elongated wood flakes is made difficult because the wood flakes, which are very light and comparatively fragile, have to be handled en masse, and this has resulted in the clogging of the known machines that were tried for this purpose.


SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The invention includes apparatus for forming an aligned continuous mat of elongated wood flakes mixed with a binder and adapted to be compressed to form a densified composite wood product. The apparatus of the invention includes a means for providing a continuously moving mat supporting surface and means for continuously depositing wood flakes on that supporting surface and for aligning the elongated wood flakes being deposited in mutually parallel relation and in alignment with the direction of movement of the supporting surface. The means for continuously feeding and aligning includes a hopper for containing wood flakes and a fan-shaped flake loader comprised of a plurality of channels positioned in side-by-side relation and sloping downwardly from the hopper to the supporting surface. The channels are generally V-shaped in cross-section and converge toward their lower ends, such that wood flakes deposited in the upper ends of the channels become aligned in mutually parallel relation as the flakes slide down the channels to the supporting surface. Various other features and advantages of the invention will be apparent from the following description of a preferred embodiment, from the claims, and from the drawings.

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a side elevation view, and with portions broken away, of apparatus embodying the present invention and for forming a loosely felted mat of aligned wood flakes.

FIG. 2 is an end elevation view of the apparatus illustrated in FIG. 1 with portions broken away in the interest of clarity.

FIG. 3 is a cross section view taken along line 3—3 in FIG. 1.

FIG. 4 is a cross section view taken along line 4—4 in FIG. 3.

Before describing a preferred embodiment of the invention in detail, it is to be understood that the invention is not limited in its application to the details of construction nor to the arrangement of the components set forth in the following description or illustrated in the drawings. The invention is capable of other embodiments and of being practiced and carried out in various ways. Also, it is to be understood that the phraseology and terminology employed herein is for the purpose of description and should not be regarded as limiting.

DESCRIPTION OF A PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

Illustrated in FIG. 1 is an apparatus for forming an elongated continuous loosely felted mat 10 comprised of elongated wood flakes and a binder, this mat 10 being adapted to be placed in a press (not shown) and to be compressed therein to form a densified composite wood product such as is illustrated, for purposes of example, in the Lund et al. U.S. Pat. No. 4,241,133.

The apparatus illustrated in FIG. 1 includes a means for depositing a furnish comprised of a mixture of elongated wood flakes and a binder onto a supporting surface 12 as the supporting surface moves continuously beneath the means for depositing and thereby forms a loosely felted mat of flakes on the supporting surface. In the preferred embodiment, the furnish is comprised of a mixture of wood flakes and a binder material as set forth in the U.S. Lund et al. patent referred to above. It is preferred that the wood flakes be oriented in the loosely felted mat in mutually parallel relation and in parallel relation to the longitudinal axis of the product to be formed to thereby produce a compressed wood product having improved strength characteristics. Additionally, it is preferred that the wood flakes of the furnish should have an average length of about 0.5 inch to about 3.5 inches, and preferably about 1 inch to about 2 inches, an average thickness of about 0.01 to about 0.05 inch, pref-
The furnish is formed by introducing flakes of the size described above into a conventional blender wherein predetermined amounts of a binder are applied to the flakes as they are tumbled or agitated in the blender. Suitable binders include those used in the manufacture of particle board and similar pressed particle products. Such binders may include organic polyisocyanates including those curable at room temperature or urea formaldehyde.

Referring again to the means for depositing the furnish onto the supporting surface, that apparatus includes a hopper 14 adapted to contain a quantity of wood flakes in spaced relation above the supporting surface. The hopper can be open at the top for receiving wood flakes and includes side walls 16 which slope downwardly and converge. The hopper 14 includes an elongated opening 18 adjacent its bottom, the opening 18 being positioned immediately above the upper end of a fan-shaped flap funnel assembly 20, the flap funnel assembly 20 being adapted to convey wood flakes from the hopper 14 to the supporting surface 12.

Means are also provided in the bottom of the hopper 14 for evenly distributing the wood flakes across the upper portion of the fan-flake funnel assembly 20 and for providing a uniform continuous controlled flow of flakes from the hopper 14 to the funnel assembly 20. While the means for distributing the flakes could have various constructions, in the illustrated arrangement, it includes a picker roll or picker wheel 22 housed in a lower portion of the hopper 14 adjacent the opening 18. The picker wheel 22 includes a central cylinder 24 having a plurality of pins or fingers 26 extending radially outwardly from the surface of the cylinder 24. Means are also provided for causing rotation of the picker wheel 22 so as to cause flakes from the hopper 14 to be fed through the opening 18.

Referring more particularly to the fan-shaped funnel assembly 20, it comprises a means for pre-aligning and transporting randomly oriented wood flakes discharged by the hopper 14 to a discharge point adjacent the supporting surface 12 of the conveyor and in a continuous manner. More particularly, it is comprised of a plurality of channels 28 positioned in side-by-side adjacent relation and each extending downwardly from a position closely adjacent and beneath the discharge opening 18 of the hopper 14 to a position closely adjacent the upper surface 12 of the conveyor. While the fan-shaped funnel assembly 20 may be constructed in various ways, in the illustrated construction it is comprised of a single piece of sheet metal shaped to have the illustrated form.

The channels 28 of the fan-shaped loader are each generally V-shaped in cross section, as shown in FIG. 4, and include planar side walls 30 joined at their lower edges by a planar bottom wall 32, and the side walls 30 being sloped upwardly and outwardly. The channels 28 are also formed such that the width of the channels adjacent their upper edges is approximately 5 times the width of the channels at their ends adjacent the supporting surface. This taper in the width of the channels gives the fan-flake funnel assembly 20 a fan-like configuration with the assembly being approximately 5 times as wide as its upper end as it is at its lower end.

In operation of the fan-shaped funnel assembly 20 the flakes dispensed by the picker wheel 22 through the opening 18, are evenly distributed across the width of the upper end of the fan-flake funnel assembly. The flakes will fall into the upper portions of the channels 28, and as they fall toward the bottom of the channels, the downwardly sloping side walls 30 will cause the flakes to become mutually aligned with the side walls. The flakes will then slide down the channels. Since the channels 28 converge, the flakes will be funneled together as they reach the discharge ends of the channels, and they will be aligned in mutually parallel relation and with the longitudinal axes of the flakes being parallel to the longitudinal axis of the mat 10 being formed.

In the illustrated construction the supporting surface 12 beneath the discharge end of the fan-shaped funnel assembly 20 is formed by the upper belt flight of a conveyor belt 36 supported at its opposite ends by rollers 38 (one shown) and being continuously driven such that as flakes are deposited on the supporting surface from the discharge end of the fan-shaped funnel assembly 20, they form a continuous mat 10 which can be conveyed by the conveyor belt 36 to a suitable press where the loosely felted mat so formed is compressed to form a compressed composite wood product.

Means are also provided between the discharge end of the fan shaped funnel assembly 20 and the supporting surface 12 of the conveyor belt 36 for maintaining alignment of the flakes as they are deposited on the supporting surface. In the illustrated construction, this means includes a plurality of parallel baffles 40 (FIGS. 2 and 3) each defining a vertical plane, being positioned in closely spaced adjacent relation, and being aligned with the direction of movement of the supporting surface 12. More particularly, the baffles 40 comprise planar metal plates supported by the end walls 42 of a supporting frame 44. The baffles 40 are spaced apart by a distance greater than the widths of the flakes defined above so sufficiently close together that the flakes will be held in substantially parallel alignment when they are disposed between the baffles. As also illustrated in the drawings, the upper edges of the baffles are positioned closely adjacent the lower or discharge end of the fan-shaped funnel assembly 20 such that the flakes being deposited on the supporting surface 12 are not allowed to become misaligned as they fall from the discharge end. Mis-alignment of the flakes is also prevented by positioning the lower edges of the baffles closely adjacent the supporting surface 2 of the conveyor. The baffles 40 are also positioned beneath the discharge ends of the channels 28 such that the flakes passing through the dis-
charge ends of the channels will fall between pairs of the baffles 40.

Means are further provided at the discharge end of the fan-shaped funnel assembly 20 for insuring the flakes deposited by the funnel assembly fall between the baffles and to prevent potential clogging of the flakes on the upper edges of the baffles or in the discharge ends of the channels 28. In the illustrated construction, such means includes a rotatable shaft 48 adapted to rotate in the clockwise direction as viewed in FIG. 1 and having a plurality of pins 50 projecting radially outwardly from the shaft 48 and positioned so as to extend downwardly between the upper edges of the baffles 40. The pins or fingers 50 are adapted to move between the baffles causing any flakes lying across the baffles to be aligned with the baffles 40 so that they will fall between the baffles.

Means are further provided for generating a flow of air in the channels 28 from their upper ends toward the discharge ends. In the illustrated arrangement this means comprises a plurality of air jet nozzles 52 positioned adjacent the upper ends of the channels 28 and directing air longitudinally down the channels. The air jet nozzles 52 are connected to an air pipe 54 curved around the upper end of the fan flake loader, the air pipe 54 being connected, in turn, to a source of compressed air by an air line 56.

Various features of the invention are set forth in the following claims.

We claim:
1. Apparatus for forming an elongated loosely felted mat of thin elongated wood flakes with said flakes being aligned in mutually parallel relation and being aligned with the longitudinal direction of the elongated mat, said apparatus comprising:
   means defining a mat supporting surface,
   means for depositing wood flakes on said supporting surface, said means for depositing including means for holding a quantity of wood flakes,
   means for feeding wood flakes from said holding means to said supporting surface and for causing said flakes to be deposited in the upper ends of said channels,
   means for directing air jets down said channels for causing movement of flakes in said upper ends down said channels,
   means positioned between said lower ends of said channels and said supporting surface for maintaining mutually parallel alignment of said wood flakes as said wood flakes are deposited by the lower end of said channels onto said supporting surface, said means for maintaining alignment including a plurality of parallel closely spaced parallel baffles, said baffles defining vertical planes substantially parallel to the longitudinal axis of the loosely felted mat being formed.

2. Apparatus as set forth in claim 1 wherein said means for directing air jets down said channels includes a plurality of nozzles, respective ones of said nozzles directing air down respective ones of said channels, and means for connecting said nozzles to an air pressure source.

3. Apparatus as set forth in claim 1 wherein said hopper includes an opening positioned above the upper ends of said channels, said opening extending across the width of said upper ends of said channels, and means for causing uniform disbursement of wood flakes through said opening.

4. Apparatus as set forth in claim 1 wherein said baffles define a plurality of narrow generally vertical cavities, respective ones of said cavities being positioned beneath said lower ends of respective ones of said channels.
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